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In our present conditioned existence, we are outside and
our mind is also focused outside. We are helplessly moving.
Our hope lies only in the grace of the divine agents. They
.
come
to pick us up and warn us. “What are you doing? Do
not go on that side. It is the land of danger, the land of
death. Come along with me. I shall take you to the land of
eternal nectar.”
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Those agents come to arouse us from our slumber, our ignorant madness. They
are the Vaisnavas, and they have also given the Vedas that give some history of
the divine realm and of the saints who have gone there. Through the scriptures,
our faith will gradually develop and we shall increasingly keep association with
the saints. In so doing, we shall make ever more quickly, intense progress towards
our true domicile.
“Home, back to God, back to home – sweet, sweet home.” This sort of feeling we
shall find within us if we are fortunate to be allowed a little participation by the
grace of the canvassers of that land – the agents of the Lord, the messengers of
love divine. We shall be taken to that proper soil and we shall gain some solid
familiar type of conception of what our real home is like. In this way we shall
progress to that side.
The Heart-Light of Faith
Faith is our only hope. One who endeavors to acquire faith always looks for the
association of the faithful. As one firelight ignites another without diminishing
itself, in the same way faith – the light in the heart of a devotee – enhances
another devotee’s heart-light.

Submit your article for review via email at
editors@scienceandscientist.org

The devotion in the heart of a devotee goes to develop the same faith or devotion
in another devotee’s heart, that is sadhusanga. We can enhance our faith by
editors@scienceandscientist.org
association with the saints – the devotees of the Lord. We may ask, “By what
means?” If I chance to connect with the saints (sadhus), then a light-ray of faith
www.scienceandscientist.org
Sadhu Sanga in their hearts will come to develop my faith. In this way, sadhu and sastra come
Science and Scientist ht/www.mahaprabhu.net/satsanga
For comments and questions write to
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to help us: firstly through the living saints and secondly, the
passive saints in the form of scriptures and sacred books
containing that knowledge. However, the association of the
devotees who have got “fire” in their spirit is immeasurably
stronger than the book.

Krsna is Super-subjective. In comparison, we are very gross.
Being unlimited, the Super-subject can approach and commit
Himself but we find ourselves unable to approach Him with our
own demands. We are depending on the Lord’s sweet will for His
divine connection. That is our position. If He does not come to
us, then we are nowhere.

What is the nature of that faith? That faith is in the surrender to
the Absolute will. That Absolute Will then manifests Himself
within as the Super-subject, the Supersoul or the Oversoul. That
fine Supersubjective existence can come down to this gross plane.
However, we cannot make Him the object of our sensual
inspection. Our experience here is inadequate to make any
judgement or understand that higher Super-subjective existence.

So, surrendering, and not by any other means – by developing
our negative side, our hunger, we are able to draw the Lord’s
attention toward our paltry selves. In this way, we can pray to
have His connection. I have got no right to think that He will
come within my grasp by my will. This is not possible. Absolute
independence, absolute freedom and absolute initiative are there
in Him. Then, how can we have His association? It is only by
increasing our negative side through thirst and intense prayer:
“My Lord, I am needy. I hanker for Your divine connection.” In
this way, our prayer may reach that plane and He may fulfill our
need. Our connection is only possible in this manner – by deeply
understanding and developing our negative side. Only then have
we got some prospect in this life and not otherwise.

The Descent of Divine Current
The Super-subject, the Over-soul, descends to reveal Himself to
the jiva soul. The jiva soul perceives the higher, previously
inconceivable experience, within his consciousness. When the
Super-subject withdraws Himself, then the jiva has only the
recollection of that experience. This is the ontological
development of faith in that supersubjective existential world.

LIFE IS BEYOND FRAGMENTARY CHEMICAL EVOLUTION (THE RNA WORLD)
by
Srila Bhaktisvarupa Damodara Maharaja (T. D. Singh, Ph.D.)
Genetic information flows from DNA, in
the nucleus of each cell, to RNA, which
carries the information out of the
nucleus into the body of the cell and
uses the instructions encoded in it to
produce proteins (which act as enzymes
and also provide the structural
framework of cells). However, the
duplication of DNA requires numerous
enzymes that catalyze those reactions.
And enzymes are proteins themselves -- the end product of the
information coded in DNA. In other words, proteins are required
for DNA synthesis and DNA is required for protein synthesis.
How then could the first living cell with DNA-based molecular
biology have originated by spontaneous chemical processes on
the pre-biotic earth? This has been the chicken and egg problem
of life’s evolution from chemicals – “which came first – DNA or
protein molecule?”

have evolved from RNA and then, being more stable, taken over
RNA’s role as the guardian of heredity.
This idea further got support in the early 1980s from the
independent discoveries of Thomas Cech and Sidney Altman of
a kind of RNA that catalyzes a reaction.[2] These catalytic RNA
molecules have subsequently been termed as “ribozymes.” In
1986, Walter Gilbert, in an article in Nature, portrayed the
primordial world as ‘RNA World’ where RNA molecules catalyze
their own synthesis.[3] Since then, the term ‘RNA World’ has
stuck to the general hypothesis -- RNA first, DNA and protein
later. Researchers continue to discover new functions for existing
RNA, illustrating repeatedly how versatile these molecules can
be.[4] The recent determination of the structure of the ribosome,
showing that it is a ribozyme, gave further support to the belief in
the RNA World.[5]
However, there are many difficulties and problems in the RNA
World.[6] Leslie Orgel one of the scientists who first proposed it
in the 1960s, himself concedes that researchers who have
attempted to illustrate the possibility of spontaneous generation
of the chemical elements of RNA itself have had only modest
success. Ribose, the sugar that is part of the backbone of the
RNA molecule, is difficult to create from hypothetical early earth
conditions except in very small quantities.[7] Stanley Miller and
his colleagues have also recently reported, “ribose and other

In the late 1960s, several biologists including Crick, Carl Woese
and Leslie Orgel[1] suggested that the ancestor molecule was
neither DNA nor protein, but RNA. RNA, they suggested, might
have catalyzed reactions necessary for replication as well as
provided the genetic information necessary to replicate itself.
Self-replicating RNA-based systems would have arisen first, and
DNA and proteins would have been added later. DNA could
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sugars have surprisingly short half-lives for decomposition at
neutral pH, making it very unlikely that sugars were available as
pre-biotic reagents.”[8]
RNA World assumes that in the primordial world, ribonucleotides
spontaneously condense into polymers to form RNA molecules
and RNA molecules once formed would have the catalytic activity
to replicate themselves, and a population of such self-replicating
molecules would arise. However, it is objected that even if RNA
could have formed spontaneously, it would have been
continuously degraded by spontaneous hydrolysis and other
destructive processes operating on the primitive Earth.[9] Joyce
and Orgel point out many detailed problems with these postulates
of RNA World.[10] They finally suggest not to accept “the myth
of a self-replicating RNA molecule that arose de novo from a
soup of random polynucleotides. Not only is such a notion
unrealistic in light of our current understanding of pre-biotic
chemistry, but it should strain the credulity of even an optimist’s
view of RNA’s catalytic potential.”[11] Similarly, Francis Crick
has expressed great doubt about the RNA world. He says, “At
present, the gap from the primal “soup” to the first RNA system
capable of natural selection looks forbiddingly wide.”[12]

One of them is, as Jeffrey Bada points out, “TNA suffers from the
chirality quandary associated with all sugar-based nucleic acid
backbones. Although the presence of a 4-carbon sugar in TNA
reduces this problem to 2 sugars and 4 stereoisomers, it remains
a formidable challenge to demonstrate how oligonucleotides
composed of only L-threose could be preferentially synthesized
under pre-biotic conditions .... the selection of chiral sugar
components of TNA would have required some sort of selection
process to be in operation.”[17]

Since synthesis of nucleotides and achieving replication of RNA
under plausible pre-biotic conditions have proved so challenging,
chemists are also considering the possibility that RNA was not
the first self-replicating molecule on the primitive earth – that a
simpler replicating system came first. Cairns-Smith of the
University of Glasgow has proposed that the first form of life was
a self-replicating c1ay.[13] According to this model the synthesis
of organic molecules became part of a competitive strategy in
which the inorganic clay genome was taken over by one of its
organic creations.

Thus, though there are various proposals, all these models still
remain insufficient, and therefore Orgel has concluded, “The
precise events giving rise to the RNA world remain unclear. ...
investigators have proposed many hypotheses, but evidence in
favor of each of them is fragmentary at best.”[18]
Thus it is clear that all these reductionistic approaches to
understand and explain life are unable to convince serious
thinkers. They seem to always lead to different dead ends. Life is,
therefore, beyond matter.

Many other investigators have also begun to take up the search
for alternative genetic materials. Eschenmoser created a molecule
called pyranosyl RNA (pRNA) whose ribose contains an extra
carbon atom in the ring than the five-member ring of four carbon
atoms and one oxygen atom in natural RNA (see pRNA in the
Figure).[14] He finds that complementary strands of pyranosyl
RNA can combine by standard Watson-Crick pairing to give
double-strand units that permit fewer unwanted variations in
structure than are possible with normal RNA. Similarly, in another
attempt, Peter E. Nielsen of the University of Copenhagen has
used computer-assisted model building to design peptide nucleic
acid (PNA) – an uncharged, achiral analog of a standard nucleic
acid in which the sugar-phosphate backbone of RNA or DNA is
replaced by a backbone held together by amide bonds (see PNA
in the Figure).[15] Based on the study of sugar-based nucleic
acids, there is another proposition recently that TNA (threosebased nucleic acid) might be superior with respect to its basepairing attributes, especially with RNA, compared to other
possible sugar-based nucleic acids.[16] TNA is similar to DNA
and RNA except that it contains simpler 4-carbon sugar called
threose in its backbone instead of deoxyribose found in DNA or
ribose in RNA (see TNA in the Figure). Because threose is a
simpler sugar than ribose, and TNA shows good base pairing
properties, it is proposed that TNA could be a long-lost precursor
to RNA. However, there are also many dilemmas regarding TNA.
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SCIENCE OF RELIGION – HEGEL’S PHILOSOPHY AND GOD
by
Sripad Bhakti Madhava Puri Maharaja, Ph.D.
Hegel presents a Philosophy of
Religion, or better yet, a Science of
Religion. Today we live in a scientific
world – a world in which Science holds
a significant place in our culture and the
way we understand reality. Science
means “a rational system” of knowledge.
The parts of a scientific system are
related to (or united with) each other by
logical or rational necessity. We observe the world and create an
intellectual theory, a conceptual or rational system that explains
or corresponds to that reality. In this way Science attempts to
establish in a conceptual plane what is found in the sensuous
world. The agreement of the theoretical system with practical
experience (observation) determines the truth or falsity of our
scientific knowledge.

This whole process, however, proceeds upon an underlying
assumption (or presupposition) that creates the problematic
duality we are faced with in this way of doing things. The
assumption is this: our knowledge of the object does not change
what the object itself is. The object is a fixed thing, and knowledge
comes upon it from outside, as it were, and tries to adapt itself to
the object in order to comprehend it. All the while the knowledge
adds nothing to the object that we attempt to comprehended in
this way. This means that the object is assumed to be independent
of our knowledge of it.

The problem with the approach of modern science is that it leaves
us with two types of reality – one in the conceptual plane (of
thought) and the other in the sensuous plane (of being). If the
two planes perfectly correspond with each other, i.e. if a concept
is identical with the object of which it is the concept, then we

Kant tries to resolve this duality in what is called his ‘Critical’
philosophy. Instead of the mind conforming to the fixed object
he avers that the object conforms to certain regulative static
categories that are constituent of the human mind. Thus the object
must conform to the structure of the mind that is conscious of
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conclude that we have understood that object in truth. If there is
a discrepancy between the concept and its object, then we
understand that we have to think more about the object and try
to come up with a better concept (or scientific explanation) that
will correct that discrepancy.
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From this simple idea we may understand that Hegel conceives
reality as having a basic epistemo-ontological nature, i.e. a
consciousness-object structure that is a unity or identity-indifference. Thus Hegel gives us the hint to his philosophy by
writing in his Preface to the Phenomenology, “everything will
turn on grasping the Absolute as Subject as much as Substance.”

the object. He called this the ‘Copernican revolution’ in
philosophy. His idea is that it is only because the mind is
structured in a particular way that the apprehension of objects
by consciousness is possible. This is all explained in his Critique
of Pure Reason.[1]
Careful scrutiny of Kant’s philosophy, however, shows that he
does not really explain how it is possible for the mind to
comprehend what is basically other than mind – its object, because
the real object, which he calls the thing-in-itself, remains
unknown and unknowable for him, and all that mind or
consciousness can determine is the way the object appears to
the knowing consciousness – i.e. only its appearances are known,
and not the thing-in-itself. Thus Kant does not really overcome
the duality between knowledge and the things that are known.

The gist of the matter is that consciousness (knowledge or
knowing) is a constituent of reality. It is not something floating
outside of or above it in some ghostly plane outside the world.
For Hegel, there is no such thing as “world” without the attendant
consciousness of it. This is only rational! To think that we can
refer to the world as a being, without understanding that
consciousness must be involved in referring to it, is a blunder of
the worst kind. Yet this is exactly the error of modern physical
science – at least since Bacon. Nowadays, a modicum of reason
is beginning to show itself in the discussions concerning the
meaning of modern quantum mechanics, where science now has
to be considered a system that explains our knowledge of the
world, as much as the world itself (The Copenhagen
interpretation).

Hegel comes to the rescue by
showing that the object or thing
that is known must consist of our
knowledge of it. There is no strict
separation of knowledge and
what is known. In other words,
the known is what our knowledge
makes of it. Although there is a
difference between knowledge
and the object of knowledge (the
known), they are nonetheless an
inseparable unity. Hegel calls knowledge the “being-forconsciousness” of the object, and the object or thing the “initself.” This expresses the difference between knowing and the
object. But the being-of-the-object-for-consciousness and the
being-of-the-object-in-itself is really one and the same being. It
is not that the object shows one being to consciousness and
possess another in itself. So it is a mistake to think that the
object has two different natures – one apparent and the other
real. Yet at the same time they *are* different. The apparent
“sweetness” of sugar is not the same as the real sugar cube
itself. This paradox is the truth of things – they are identical and
different simultaneously. The whole problem then becomes how
to grasp (conceive) this paradox.

It is from these considerations that we may understand that
Hegel’s philosophy concerns an Absolute that is therefore
Personal, i.e. a reality that is both knowing or conscious – and
therefore self-conscious – as well as substantial. The Absolute is
not only Substance but Consciousness as well. Whenever there
is consciousness, it is not only directed to substance or objectivity,
it may also be directed to itself, or conscious of itself. This is selfconsciousness. The Absolute Truth is therefore self-conscious.
This self-consciousness or self-knowing Absolute is called Spirit.
When we try to specify (determine) precisely what the selfknowing activity of the Absolute is, we will come to comprehend
it in and as thinking. “Knowing” means determining or thinking.
Thus to know what knowing is means to think about thinking.
This thinking about thinking is the same Absolute Aristotle
conceived as the noesis noeseos – thought thinking itself.
Thinking may be considered the activity of the universal, and the
immediate identity of thinking with itself is called “I.” There is an
“I” that is intrinsic to thinking (in other words there is not just
thinking but always the “I think”), an “I,” which in the Absolute
sense refers to God.

This difference that is intrinsic to the identity of things that are
known, is like the polarity that is found in a single magnet. The
magnet is one, but it has two poles, i.e. a difference is found
within the magnet as a single unity. In the same way knowledge
and the known, or consciousness and its object form a single
unity even though a difference is contained within it. This unity
may be understood in general as the dynamic unity of concept
and being, such a unity being called the Concept (with capital
C). The complete exposition of how the Concept is dialectically
developed from its constituent moments is given in Hegel’s
Phenomenology of Spirit.[2]
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Here is what Hegel says about this in his Encyclopedia Logic (§
63):[3]
“If we are speaking of faith in the True and Eternal, and saying
that God is given and revealed to us in immediate knowledge or
intuition, we are concerned not with the things of sense, but with
objects special to our thinking mind, with truths of inherently
universal significance. And when the individual ‘I’, or in other
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of God. Hegel covers the whole gamut of categories from Logic
to Nature to Mind. Included among them are feelings, will, morality,
etc. If the Personality of God is determined by what is Other, then
we have to conclude that these various categories do express
that Personality. Most importantly is the Rationality or Reason
that runs through and connects all of them under the Necessity
that belongs to Reason. At the same time Freedom also belongs
to God. Evil, which is defined as the obstinate being-for-self of
the finite being, is also found in that Otherness in which the
Personality of God is manifest.

words personality, is under discussion — not the ‘I’ of experience,
or a single private person — and above all, when the personality
of God is before us, we are speaking of personality unalloyed,
i.e. of a personality in its own nature universal. Such personality
is a thought, and falls within the province of thought only. More
than this, pure and simple intuition is completely the same as
pure and simple thought. Intuition and belief, in the first instance,
denote the definite conceptions we attach to these words in our
ordinary employment of them: and to this extent they differ from
thought in certain points which nearly every one can understand.
But here they are taken in a higher sense, and must be interpreted
to mean a belief in God, or an intellectual intuition of God; in
short, we must put aside all that especially distinguishes thought
on the one side from belief and intuition on the other. How belief
and intuition, when transferred to these higher regions, differ
from thought, it is impossible for any one to say. And yet, such
are the barren distinctions of words, with which men fancy that
they assert an important truth; even while the formulae they
maintain are identical with those which they impugn.”

Therefore, we can say that all these things are contained in God,
but may not necessarily be *for* God. So what is *in* God may
not be for God, but for its own finite self, and that is evil. In this
sense Evil does exist in God, but only as the turning away from
the universal being-for-self of God toward one’s own selfishness.
In other words, one may live or be for God, but due to free will one
may also turn away from the being-for-God (or service of God)
and fall under the category of Evil.
All of this is explicable under the knowledge of the Absolute
found in Hegel’s system of philosophy.

When we speak of God, it is to be understood that we mean the
“I” that is the immediate identity of Infinite Absolute thinking
with itself. This is how philosophical science understands what
God is. Because God, the identity of thinking with itself, is selfconscious, or self-knowing, then a content must be present for
God. That content is non-different from God’s own Self, and yet
is absolutely Other. In other words, we have a Subject
confronting what is absolutely other than Subject, viz. Substance.
Substance is the content of Subject. Because we are dealing
with Truth, or Absolute Truth, Substance and Subject must be
identical while yet retaining their difference – since
consciousness and its object are congruent or identical when
we have the truth. This identity of Subject in what is other than
itself is called Personality, where the inner content or potentiality
of Person is manifest externally or in a medium that is other than
the inner being.

How does this Scientific knowledge of Religion, or Philosophy
of Religion differ from Religion itself?
Religion is basically a consciousness or awareness of God. This
means that Religion depends upon a difference between the finite
subject or consciousness and the infinite object or God. This
difference is maintained because of the way Man relates to God
in religion, i.e. through feeling, love, etc.
Philosophy is the scientific comprehension of Truth, in which an
identity-in-difference is sought between the subject and object
or concept and object. This is attained through thinking, and not
through feeling.
Religion and Philosophy often seem to be at odds in the
beginning. This opposition is, however, reconciled by absolute
knowledge. The love that is found in Religion is represented by
the identity-in-difference principle that is found in Philosophy.
The urge that the philosopher feels in the necessity to come to
truth or oneness with truth, is the same urge that religion expresses
in the feeling of love of God. It is merely a difference in the way
they each proceed in fulfilling that need or necessity – one through
thinking the other through feeling. The identity and difference of
thinking and feeling is another topic that is dealt with by Hegel in
his system.

This is the God of Philosophy, the Absolute “I” Who must *be*
if the Absolute is the thinking of thinking. Is this the same God
of religion and of personal experience? The answer here will
depend on the way we know God from a personal experiential
perspective. In other words, God as pure thought thinking itself,
may not be the way we experientially relate to God. Our particular
relationship will depend on the development of our own
consciousness (knowledge) of, or way of knowing God. Thus
there will be differences according to the differences of the
individual doing the relating.
The first point is that Hegel does acknowledge the Personality
of God as the Absolute Truth. This is all part of Science or the
Philosophy of Religion. In order to understand the Personality
of God, however, we must understand what is the “otherness”
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In Hegel’s Philosophy of Religion[4] we find the following:
“The object of religion as well as of philosophy is eternal truth in
its objectivity, God and nothing but God, and the explication of
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God. Philosophy is not a wisdom of the world, but is knowledge
of what is not of the world; it is not knowledge which concerns
external mass, or empirical existence and life, but is knowledge of
that which is eternal, of what God is, and what flows out of His
nature. For this His nature must reveal and develop itself.
Philosophy, therefore, only unfolds itself when it unfolds religion,
and in unfolding itself it unfolds religion. As thus occupied with
eternal truth which exists on its own account, or is in and for
itself, and, as in fact, a dealing on the part of the thinking spirit,
and not of individual caprice and particular interest, with this
object, it is the same kind of activity as religion is. The mind in so
far as it thinks philosophically immerses itself with like living
interest in this object, and renounces its particularity in that it
permeates its object, in the same way, as Religious consciousness
does, for the latter also does not seek to have anything of its
own, but desires only to immerse itself in this content.

Hegel takes at face value the religious teaching of Christianity
that Jesus is the incarnation of God, or the Son of God. This
means that he is a unique individual, since God is a unique
individual, and does not refer to every individual. In other words,
it is not that everyone is Jesus or can become Jesus or an
incarnation of God. God, Jesus, and the Holy Ghost are all
supposed to be Persons – the three Persons of the Trinity, which
is also One Person. Hegel considers this brazenly contradictory
notion of the Trinity a wholely Spekulative Idea. What it says in
Philosophy is that the Concept is Person, and in each of its three
aspects of Universality, Particularity and Individuality it is also
Person. Here, the single atomic impenetrability of Personality in
each of the three Persons is overcome in their also being One
Person.
Jesus is one of the persons of the Trinity, therefore He is not an
ordinary finite being or person. We may become like Jesus but
not that we may become Jesus. No one can accomplish what
Jesus did. Hegel does not consider himself Jesus, but only a
philosopher who comprehends what God, Jesus and the Holy
Ghost are. Hegel comprehends the Whole, but not in all its infinite
and infinitesimal detail. Therefore, he is not God, nor is he Jesus,
nor does he consider himself as such.

Thus religion and philosophy come to be one. Philosophy is
itself, in fact, worship; it is religion, for in the same way it renounces
subjective notions and opinions in order to occupy itself with
God. Philosophy is thus identical with religion, but the distinction
is that it is so in a peculiar manner, distinct from the manner of
looking at things which is commonly called religion as such. What
they have in common is, that they are religion; what distinguishes
them from each other is merely the kind and manner of religion we
find in each. It is in the peculiar way in which they both occupy
themselves with God that the distinction comes out. It is just
here, however, that the difficulties which appear so great, that it
is even regarded as an impossibility that philosophy should be
one with religion. Hence comes the suspicion with which
philosophy is looked upon by theology, and the antagonistic
attitude of religion and philosophy. In accordance with this
antagonistic attitude (as theology considers it to be) philosophy
seems to act injuriously, destructively, upon religion, robbing it
of its sacred character, and the way in which it occupies itself
with God seems to be absolutely different from religion. Here,
then, is the same old opposition and contradiction which had
already made its appearance among the Greeks. Among that free
democratic people, the Athenians, philosophical writings were
burnt, and Socrates was condemned to death; now, however, this
opposition is held to be an acknowledged fact, more so than that
unity of religion and philosophy just asserted.”

As an incarnation of God, Jesus is much more than a philosopher
like Hegel, Socrates, or Aristotle. Jesus is essential to Christian
religion and Religion in general because the Absolute Person
becomes actually known in Jesus to all of humanity and not just
in thought or concept. This actualization of the Concept, even
once in history, is essential to the actuality of the Concept.
There are many religions that deal with the incarnation of God,
and the Personality of God – some even more explicitly than
Christianity. For example, the Holy Ghost and God the Father are
not dealt with explicitly as Personalities with human form – and
only the human form has the most highly developed spiritual
personality. However, we do find a high development of deities
with human-like forms in some of the religions of India, especially
in the vaishnava traditions and philosophy.
Hegel regarded the development of religions according to the
degree of personlism found in them. He states in this regard §151
[3]:

The point is that we may not always take either difference or
identity as complete in themselves. Still less should we attempt
to reduce one to the other. Difference as much as identity remain
abstractions unless they are continually reconciled and again
divided in and as the eternal pulse beat of the life of the Absolute.
The ability to comprehend this dynamic movement is absolute
knowledge.

The Harmonizer

“It is true that God is necessity, or, as we may also put it, that he
is the absolute Thing: he is however no less the absolute Person.
That he is the absolute Person however is a point which the
philosophy of Spinoza never reached: and on that side it falls
short of the true notion of God which forms the content of religious
consciousness in Christianity. Spinoza was by descent a Jew;
and it is upon the whole the Oriental way of seeing things,
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one. So far as man’s essential nature is concerned, nothing new
is to be introduced into him. To try to do this would be as absurd
as to give a dog printed writings to chew, under the idea that in
this way you could put mind into it. He who has not extended his
spiritual interests beyond the hurry and bustle of this finite world,
nor succeeded in lifting himself above this life through aspiration,
through the anticipation, through the feeling of the Eternal, and
who has not gazed upon the pure ether of the soul, does not
possess in himself that element which it is our object here to
comprehend.

according to which the nature of the finite world seems frail and
transient, that has found its intellectual expression in his system.
This Oriental view of the unity of substance certainly gives the
basis for all real further development. Still it is not the final idea.”
The Sufis within Islamic religion, and certain texts of the old
testament of the Judaic scriptures also imply the existence of the
personality of God and even the human form of God. However,
the expression of these personal features may not be as explicit in
the general teachings of Islam or Jadaism, where the only religious
symbol that we find in their temples, for instance, is the holy
books. This may be a practice as much to prevent
misunderstanding God in any anthropomorphic sense, or
worshipping God in any finite creature, as it is to encourage a
conception of God in a more impersonal form. The other reason is
that too much emphasis on God detracts from the performance of
good work that may be conceived as necessary in the material
world as that through which one may attain any proper
qualification for reaching God.

It may happen that religion is awakened in the heart by means of
philosophical knowledge, but it is not necessarily so. It is not the
purpose of philosophy to edify, and quite as little is it necessary
for it to make good its claims by showing in any particular case
that it must produce Religious feeling in the individual. Philosophy,
it is true, has to develop the necessity of religion in and for itself,
and to grasp the thought that Spirit must of necessity advance
from the other modes of its will in conceiving and feeling to this
absolute mode; but it is the universal destiny of Spirit which is
thus accomplished. It is another matter to raise up the individual
subject to this height. The self-will, the perversity, or the indolence
of individuals may interfere with the necessity of their universal
spiritual nature; individuals may deviate from it, and attempt to
get for themselves a standpoint of their own, and hold to it. This
possibility of letting oneself drift, through inertness, to the
standpoint of untruth, or of lingering there consciously and
purposely, is involved in the freedom of the subject, while planets,
plants, animals, cannot deviate from the necessity of their nature
– from their truth – and become what they ought to be. But in
human freedom what is and what ought to be are separate. This
freedom brings with it the power of free choice, and it is possible
for it to sever itself from its necessity, from its laws, and to work
in opposition to its true destiny. Therefore, although philosophical
knowledge should clearly perceive the necessity of the Religious
standpoint, and though the will should learn in the sphere of
reality the nullity of its separation, all this does not hinder the will
from being able to persist in its obstinacy, and to stand aloof from
its necessity and truth.”

I think that careful study of all the major religions will show that
they are personalistic, including Islam, Hinduism, Judaism and
Christianity, but there are sects and tendencies within each that
favor worldly piety, humanism and impersonalism. On the other
hand, it is because of the explicit doctrine of the fully personal
and purely Spekulative nature of the Trinity (three Persons in
One Person) that Hegel considers Christianity to be the
“consummate” religion, although there are similar and numerous
highly developed forms of Trinity found, for instance, within
Indian religious traditions.
Those who have had a genuine spiritual relationship with God or
any spiritual experience, have no need of philosophy or any
rational explanation for how that is or is not possible. For those
who have not had such experience, philosophy cannot supply
them with such, nor is it the duty of philosophy to give spiritual
conviction to anyone. By following the principles of religion, on
the other hand, one may become qualified for spiritual experience
or a personal relation with God. One’s own transcendental
experiences, or the numerous accounts throughout history of
such experiences offer enough evidence of their reality. But those
who have never had such experiences may either skeptically
consider them to be merely imagination or, if they possess simple
piety, a matter to be decided by faith.
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Here is what Hegel has to say about this [5]:
“We must first of all, however, definitely understand, in reference
to the end we have in view, that it is not the concern of philosophy
to produce religion in any individual. Its existence is, on the
contrary, presupposed as forming what is fundamental in every
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